
Breathable Masonry Coating BMC ® II
Protective color coating for masonry combines the best 
qualities of paint and water repellents for durable, long-
lasting weatherproofing and great appearance.

Weather Seal Siloxane WB Concentrate
Water-based protective treatment penetrates and bonds 
deep within concrete, brick and most stone for longlast-
ing, invisible weatherproofing.

Weather Seal Siloxane PD (Predilute)
Ready-to-use protective treatment is ideal for field or in-
plant application of vertical or horizontal concrete, also 
brick and most masonry and stucco surfaces.

Weather Seal GP
Economical, ready-to-use, water-based silane/siloxane 
water repellent for concrete, stucco, and most masonry 
surfaces.

Weather Seal SL100
Modified silane system provides maximum penetration, 
protecting dense, color sensitive surfaces against water 
and waterborne contaminants.

Weather Seal Natural Stone Treatment
Modified siloxane water repellent protects marble, lime-
stone and other calcareous surfaces where more common 
treatments don’t always work.

Weather Seal Natural Stone Treatment WB
Low odor, water-based solution of potassium methyl sili-
conate repels water on a wide range of natural stone and 
masonry surfaces without changing appearance.

Weather Seal H40
Water repellent and consolidation treatment strengthens 
and weatherproofs mortar, brick, concrete, terra cotta and 
more.

Weather Seal Blok-Guard ® & Graffiti Control II
Colorless, breathable treatment blocks graffiti and water 
penetration of porous masonry. Water-based treatment 
meets all known AIM VOC regulations nationwide.

Sure Klean® Custom Masonry Sealer
Clear, penetrating weatherproofer for architectural con-
crete block, cast stone, brick and many other surfaces. 
Helps guard against graffiti.

Consolideck® Saltguard ® WB
Protects horizontal and vertical concrete against water 
invasion, salt attack, and the resulting cracking, spalling 
and rebar corrosion.

Consolideck® SingleStep™ 
Acrylic-silicone blend cures, hardens and weatherproofs 
new and existing concrete in one easy step.

Stand Off ® SLX100 Water & Oil Repellent
Interior and exterior protective treatment blocks water, 
oil, food, and many other staining agents on natural stone 
and most masonry.

Stand Off ® Limestone & Marble Protector
Breathable, penetrating treatment blocks water and oil 
penetration on limestone, marble and other hard-to-protect 
calcareous surfaces.

Stand Off ® Stone, Tile & Masonry Protector (STMP)
Water-based interior/exterior protective treatment keeps 
spilled oil, food, water and more on the stone/masonry 
surface for easy, nonstain cleanup.

Stand Off ® Stain Barrier
Breathable, penetrating protective treatment is perfect 
for guarding parking decks and other horizontal concrete 
from disfiguring oil and grease stains.

Stand Off ® Gloss ‘N Guard WB
Water-based formula offers great water, dirt, and oil 
repellency, with high-gloss finish. There's no solvent 
odor and soap and water is all that's needed for post-
installation cleanup.

Paver Kare® Paver Enhancer & Paver Enhancer WB
Provides excellent color enhancement and protection 
from water penetration to most clay, concrete and porous 
natural stone paving, new or old. Water-based treatment 
meets allknown AIM VOC regulations nationwide.

Paver Kare® Sand Joint Stablizer
Water-repellent protective treatment keeps damaging 
water out of paver joints, while keeping sand in the 
joints. Also protects pavers againt water, oil and dirt-
related deterioration.

Paver Kare® Deep Sheen
Glossy protective treatment shields new or newly cleaned 
pavers from weather, spills and cleaning chemicals. Ideal 
for concrete, clay, or stone pavers, new or old.

Paver Kare® Deep Sheen WB
Water-based version of the popular protective treatment 
for pavers brings a premium luster to concrete, clay or 
stone pavers. Resists weathering, spills and more.

Consolideck® LS™ (lithium silicate)
Easy application LS hardens, densifies and seals concrete 
floors new or old. Spray-brush, or mop applied, it dries 
in under 2 hours. Unlike sodium and potassium-silicate 
hardeners, there's no scrubbing or flushing. 

Consolideck® LSGuard™
Combines high-gloss beauty with the penetrating tough-
ness of Consolideck® LS–PROSOCO's premium sealer, 
hardner and densifier for horizontal concrete. 

After you clean…

 Protect
concrete, brick and stone with the power of PROSOCO’s Sure Klean® Weather Seal, 
Defacer Eraser®, Consolideck® and Stand Off ®  protective treatments.
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Compared to the cost of a new building, the price of new 
construction clean down is no more than an afterthought. Done 
correctly, it brings out the full intended beauty of the building’s 
appearance. It adds an equal shine to the contractor’s reputation.

But if the exterior is cleaned incorrectly, the building — and the 
reputation — may be ruined beyond repair.

PROSOCO wants you to succeed. When it’s time to clean off 
the mortar and grout smears, oil, grease, job dirt and other stains, 
PROSOCO has the products, information and technical support you 
need to leave your project — and your reputation — looking sharp.

New
  Construction

The Industry Leader
Since 1956, Sure Klean® products have been the number-one 

choice of thousands of contractors, architects and engineers nation-
wide. Professionals recognize the Sure Klean® line as the most 
effective, reliable and practical products for final clean down on 
new construction projects. Sure Klean® also features specialty stain 
removers for difficult cleaning problems.

The Sprint Campus in Overland Park, KS, shows the dramatic difference 
made by post-construction cleandown with Sure Klean® 600 Detergent, 
the world’s number 1- selling proprietary cleaner for brick.

One of the most important ingredients in any masonry cleaner 
isn’t in the cleaner.

It’s the technical support and customer service that comes with 
the cleaner. PROSOCO wants to make sure you have the right 
product and the right information to succeed.

Factory-trained representatives are available throughout the 
U.S. to help with specifications or troubleshooting. PROSOCO’s 
Customer Care representatives are just a toll-free call away at 800-
255-4255 to help you find the right product, the nearest rep or a 
solution to a problem.

Visit our website at www.prosoco.com for useful information 
about products, specifications and more.

Product Data Sheets and
Material Safety Data Sheets

Getting them is as easy as visiting PROSOCO’s website at 
www.prosoco.com or calling Customer Care at 800-255-4255.

Colleen “Coke” Peters with PROSOCO since 1982.
Colleen, senior customer care representative, is part of 
PROSOCO’s nationwide technical support network for 
construction professionals, including contractors, archi-
tects, specifiers and distributors.

Customer
   Care

Don’t let this happen to you: Acid-burn and vanadium staining from a 
muriatic acid “cleaning” mar buff-colored brick with uneven yellow blotches.

EK Restoration Cleaner
    Near-neutral pH carbon & pollution remover

SK Light Duty Restoration Cleaner
    Dense masonry & glass cleaner

SafRestorer
    Non-fuming restoration cleaner for masonry & stone

SK Restoration Cleaner
    Carbon & pollution remover

SK Heavy Duty Restoration Cleaner
    Concentrated carbon & pollution remover

SK 766 Limestone & Masonry Prewash
    Carbon crust dissolver

SK Limestone Restorer
    Unpolished limestone & cast stone cleaner

EK BioKlean™

    Biological & atmospheric stain remover

EK Safety Peel 1
    Environmentally responsible paint removers

SafStrip 8
    Neutral pH paint stripper 

Restoration Cleaners
      & Paint Strippers

Existing and historic buildings need cleaning, too. Get 
the job done with Sure Klean® and Enviro Klean®.



CLAY MASONRY CLEANERS 
600 Detergent
General purpose cleaner for masonry, tile and concrete.

• The number-one selling new masonry proprietary cleaner.
• Recommended by many brick, tile and mortar manufacturers.
• Safer than muriatic acid for new masonry surfaces.
• Fast and easy to apply - use with cold-water rinse.
• Special wetting agents eliminate streaking.

Vana Trol ®

Cleans new masonry specifically subject to vanadium, manganese, 
and other metallic stains common to light-colored and white brick.

• Clings to masonry surface and breaks the grip of excess mortar and
   job dirt.
• Slow-drying to rinse clean without streaking.

101 Lime Solvent
Economical cleaner gets rid of mortar smears, job dirt and other 
normal construction stains on red and dark brick, and other mason-
ry not subject to metallic stains.

• Removes construction dirt and excess mortar with a simple 
   cold-water rinse.
• Safer than muriatic acid on colored mortar and dark-colored 
   new masonry surfaces.
• Proven effective since 1954.

Thin Brick Cleaner
Easily dissolves excess and smears of hard-to-remove latex-modi-
fied thin-brick mortars most other cleaners struggle with.
   • Made specifically for thin brick
   • Also removes other general construction soiling
   • Won’t harm most metal surfaces
   • Great for interior cleaning

CONCRETE MASONRY CLEANERS 
Custom Masonry Cleaner
Improves color depth and uniformity while cleaning tough con-
struction staining off textured custom masonry surfaces.

• Gets rid of heavy efflorescence, embedded stains, rust and more.
• Improves bond of color coatings.
• Improves penetration of protective treatments.
• Concentrated for economy.
• Designed for use with pressure-water rinsing.

Burnished Custom Masonry Cleaner
Takes off excess mortar, efflorescence, rust, mud and many more 
stains without etching most smooth custom masonry.

• Adds depth to colors.
• Brightens white matrices.
• Designed for use with pressure-water rinsing.
• Contains no muriatic acid.

Concrete Brick Cleaner
Non-etching cleaner removes excess mortar, clarifies joints and 
improves color-uniformity.

• Made specifically for concrete brick.
• Brings out true color depth of concrete brick.
• Uses no muriatic acid.
• Safe for most pigmented concrete and colored mortar.

SPECIALITY CLEANERS 

Manufactured Stone Cleaner
Improves color and gets rid of common construction staining and 
dirt, as well as atmospheric soiling on sensitive manufactured stone 
with little danger of etching.

• Made specifically for manufactured stone.
• Improves color uniformity.
• Uses no muriatic acid.
• Safe for most pigmented concrete and colored mortar.

Enviro Klean® Safety Klean
Removes common job-site staining; safe for use around metal.

• Removes mortar smears and other common construction soiling.
• Has no hydrochloric or other traditional inorganic acids.
• Low odor, non-fuming. and water-rinsable.
• Environmentally responsible.

Stand Off ® Grout & Tile Cleaner
Concentrated cleaner dilutes with water to clean grout stains and 
job dirt from brick pavers, ceramic tile and most natural stone.

• Removes excess Portland cement, sand-Portland cement, dry set, and 
latex-Portland cement grouts, as well as grout haze.

• Breaks up free gypsum, construction dirt and most grout-release agents.
• Improves color uniformity.
• Mixes easily with water at the job site.

Masonry
      Cleaners

Sure Klean® products are designed specifically to clean 
brick, concrete and tile.

Muriatic acid is often a by-product of steel or petroleum pro-
duction.

Sure Klean® products are quality-controlled blends of sev-
eral cleaning ingredients.

As a by-product, muriatic acid is unpredictable in strength and 
impure in content.

Sure Klean 
®

     Products v. muriatic acid
Sure Klean® products save time and labor costs by letting 
you clean much larger areas at one time.

Cleaning with muriatic acid is labor intensive.

Sure Klean® products bring out the intended beauty of 
masonry, concrete and stone construction.

Muriatic acid can stain and burn your masonry and etch the 
mortar joints. Water penetrates easier, leading to premature 
deterioration.

Sure Klean® products save time and money, and make 
reputations.

At any price, muriatic acid will cost you more than you thought 
possible.

Surface Preparation Cleaning

  PreKlean
Concentrated cleaner removes laitance and surface salts from 
newly installed concrete floors. Ideal for auto-scrubbing 
machines, and easily dilutable with water on site.

Cure & Seal Remover
Quickly rids concrete floors of the toughest high-solids cure and 
seals. Cleaned floors are ready for hardening/densifying, grinding 
and polishing, or application of protective treatments. Also great 
for patios, driveways and other concrete flatwork.

  Cleaner/Degreaser
Quickly cuts greasy fuel and oil residues and atmospheric soiling 
on heavily used concrete floors. Cleaned floors are ready for hard-
ening and densifying or application of protective coatings.

  Oil & Grease Stain Remover
Easy application poultice cleaner pulls deeply set oil and grease 
stains out of concrete floors. Just pour, let it dwell 5-8 hours, 
then sweep it up and dispose. 

  SafEtch®
Cleans and degreases soiled concrete flooring. SafEtch also dis-
solves a small amount of surface cement, creating more surface 
area for greater effectiveness of hardener/densifiers and protective 
treatments. Safe around most metal surfaces.

  SafStrip
Low-odor SafStrip quickly breaks the bond of high-strength 
paints and coatings, including acrylics and clear sealers. Perfect 
prep for grinding, hardening/densifying, polishing, coloring and 
protecting.

  

SafStrip® 8
Neutral pH stripping compound for concrete floors dissolves 
high-strength paints and coatings without the methylene chloride 
or methanol of traditional paint strippers. Gel consistency means 
it’s easy to apply and hard to spill.

  
Concrete Floor Restorer

Returns the oldest, dirtiest concrete floors to cleanliness. Removes 
dirt stains, most old floor waxes, rust, skid marks and more. 
Cleaned floors are ready for traffic, repairs, hardening/densifying, 
and more.

  Wax & Cure Remover 
Low-odor Wax & Cure Remover rids concrete floors of a variety 
of  acrylic and wax coatings, including most lower solids cure 
and seals. Rids concrete of old coatings that block protective 
treatments from penetrating, or clog the heads on grinding and 
polishing equipment.

Maintenance Cleaning
     LSKlean

Concentrated maintenance cleaner for hardened/densified con-
crete floors. Along with removing most common soiling, LSKlean 
cures any “soft” calcium hydroxide left over from the original 
hardening/densifying treatment. It ensures the floors keep their 
maximum levels of hardness, denseness and cleanliness. 

Consolideck®

      Products for high-performance 
      concrete flooring



Sure Klean® Light Duty Concrete Cleaner removes severe efflorescence in this test panel. 
Enhanced color uniformity and depth are added benefits of cleaning with this popular treatment.

Concrete
      Products

Light Duty Concrete Cleaner
General purpose, nonetching cleaner removes common construc-
tion and atmospheric staining from smooth architectural and 
engineered concrete.

• Improves color uniformity and enhances appearance.
• Brightens white matrices.
• Safe for most pigmented concrete and colored mortar.
• Water rinsable.

Heavy Duty Concrete Cleaner
Concentrated cleaner for scouring heavy and embedded stains off 
textured and colored concrete.

• Removes heavy efflorescence and embedded stains.
• Improves color uniformity of most standard concrete, colored con-

crete, precast and concrete block.
• Designed for use with pressure-water rinsing.
• Improves bond of protective coatings/membranes.

Although builders have used concrete since the early 1900s, it 
has special requirements that most cleaners don’t address. That’s 
why PROSOCO created a line of cleaners to handle the unique 
needs of concrete.

800 Stain Remover
Special cleaner for buff and white brick. Rids masonry of vanadium 
staining and other metallic discolorations. Also cleans off acid burn 
and straw stains.

• Removes tough metallic stains quickly and easily.
• Recommended for surfaces using colored mortar.
• Water rinsable.

White Scum Remover
Breaks the grip of white scum deposits that water and standard 
cleaners can’t budge.

• Dissolves tough insoluble salts fast.
• Corrects surface stains from improper cleaning.
• Restores natural color to dull, “washed-out appearing” masonry.
• Water rinsable.

Specialty Stain
        Removers

Even surfaces damaged by muriatic acid can be helped. 
PROSOCO targets its line of Sure Klean® specialty stain remov-
ers for a variety of tough masonry-cleaning problems — including 
muriatic acid burn.

White     
Scum

Brown 
Manganese

Green 
Vanadium

From public squares and vast pedestrian malls to intimate court-
yards and patios, nothing says "value" and "quality" like a hand-laid 
paver hardscape. Paver Kare® new construction and maintenance 
cleaners from PROSOCO ensure your paver installations – con-
crete, clay or stone – always look the way you intended.

Cleaner/Brightener
Reveals pavers' natural color depth and uniformity while dissolving 
the toughest job-site soiling on new paver installations.

• Gets rid of efflorescence, job dirt, stains and more.
• Removes surface rust and hard-water scaling.
• Improves color uniformity.
• Improves protective treatment penetration.

Maintenance Cleaner
Safely cleans and degreases light-to-heavily soiled pavers – without 
harsh acids, caustics, or solvents.

• Dissolves most surface soiling.
• Powerful in concentrate, flexible in dilution.
• Great for concrete, clay or stone pavers.
• Cleans most any hard surface – indoors or out.

Asphalt & Tar Remover
Ideal for removing asphalt, tar (roofer’s stain), and caulking stains 
from masonry and concrete.

• Easy application.
• Water rinsable.
• Excellent for spot cleaning chewing gum, crayon and lipstick stains.

Ferrous Stain Remover
Takes iron, vanadium, manganese and other metallic stains out of 
brick, concrete and most stone.

• Corrects acid burn and straw staining.
• Water rinsable.
• Easily applied.
• Works in minutes.

Paver Kare 
®

      Products


